Despite of the recent progress in agents that learn through interaction, there are several challenges in terms of sample efficiency and generalization across unseen behaviors during training. To mitigate these problems, we propose and apply a firstorder Meta-Learning algorithm called Bottom-Up Meta-Policy Search (BUMPS), which works with two-phase optimization procedure: firstly, in a meta-training phase, it distills few expert policies to create a meta-policy capable of generalizing knowledge to unseen tasks during training; secondly, it applies a fast adaptation strategy named Policy Filtering, which evaluates few policies sampled from the meta-policy distribution and selects which best solves the task. We conducted all experiments in the RoboCup 3D Soccer Simulation domain, in the context of kick motion learning. We show that, given our experimental setup, BUMPS works in scenarios where simple multi-task Reinforcement Learning does not. Finally, we performed experiments in a way to evaluate each component of the algorithm.
Introduction
In recent years, Machine Learning have been able to achieve or even surpass the human performance in several challenges regarding machine perception, planning and reasoning, control, and multi-agent strategy [15, 34, 22, 31] . It also achieved surprisingly results in controlling agent locomotion in simulation [10] , or in real world [33] . In this way, the learning field of combining techniques from Deep Learning and Reinforcement Learning (RL) appears as a great candidate in the search of General Artificial Intelligence. Nevertheless, beyond the success of these techniques, there are several challenges to improve them in terms of sample complexity and generalization, specially in robotic control, where we lead with hardware and/or physical restrictions in order to learn robust policies for a diversity of behaviors. In this context, simulated environments are very useful to consistently evaluate new algorithms for that purpose.
In the light of these ideas, this work contributes by proposing an algorithm based on Imitation Learning and Meta-Learning to learn and optimize policies for humanoid robot control, being initially evaluated in the context of robot soccer. The purpose of Bottom-Up Meta-Policy Search (BUMPS) is to generalize the knowledge from few expert policies to learn how to learn a diversity of similar control behaviors.
The remaining of this work is organized as follows. Section 2 presents related work. Section 3 provides theoretical background. In Section 4 we present BUMPS in a theoretical perspective. Furthermore, Section 5 presents simulation results to validate our approach. Finally, Section 6 concludes and shares our ideas for future work.
Related Work
In terms of Imitation Learning -a technique where the agent learns a policy by acquiring skills from observing demonstrations [7] -there are great successful stories about its applications in complex domains: Abbeel et al. [1] elaborated algorithms for learning trajectory-based task specification from demonstrations and for modeling of helicopter's dynamics, in order to design autonomous flight controllers; Kober and Peters [13] applied this technique to make a robot learn how to play tennis; and Billard and Mataric [4] made an agent performs human-like reaching motions. In the context of robot soccer, Melo et al. [17] applied Behavior Cloning to learn keyframe kick motion in a neural network, and Pavse et al. [23] proposed a method of combining reinforcement learning and imitation from observation to perform imitation using a single expert demonstration. Survey articles about Imitation Learning include [25, 5, 2] .
In terms of Meta-Learning -the idea of learn how to learn efficiently [26, 3, 30] -there are several studies that conceived this approach in distinct ways: by investigating automatic tuning of hyperparameters [12] ; by searching a meta-learner representation that uses a specific model architecture, using recurrent policies [6, 32] or attention mechanism and causal convolutions [19] ; lastly, by learning a meta-gradient via optimization and then quickly adapting the policy with few gradient steps [24, 8] . Other recent ideas of Meta-Learning, specifically to Reinforcement Learning context, is to use a learned critic network that provides gradients to the policy [29] or using a planner and an adaptable model for model-based RL [11] .
In terms of meta-policy search, Mendonca et al. [18] also proposed an algorithm that use similar ideas of leveraging supervised imitation learning rather than relying on high-variance algorithms such as policy gradients, decoupling the problem of obtaining expert trajectories for every task from the problem of learning a fast adaptation algorithm. In contrast, our approach relies on a contextual policy to learn a rich representation of tasks and then be able to quickly adapt to unseen ones by using a meta-gradient between contexts, instead of minimizing a meta-objective.
Our approach is also related to few-shot imitation learning [7] , where supervised learning is used for meta-optimization. However, in contrast to such method, our work learn using only reward signals and does not require demonstrations for unseen tasks. Finally, our approach is also related to multi-task RL, specifically with works where there is a training procedure for each training task to provide expert policies [14, 9] . However, we use those policies to train a meta-learner that not just generalizes to unseen tasks, but also could be used to quickly adapt for new ones.
Preliminaries

Markov Decision Processes
We address policy learning in continuous state and action spaces. We consider the problem of learning a control policy as a Markov Decision Process (MDP), defined by the tuple M = (S, A, P, r, ρ 0 , γ, T ), in which S is a state space, A is an action space, P : S × A × S → R + a transition probability distribution, r : S × A → [−r bound , +r bound ] a bounded reward function, ρ 0 : S → R + an initial state distribution, γ ∈ [0, 1] a discount factor and T the length of the finite horizon.
During policy optimization, we typically optimize a policy π θ : S × A → R + , parameterized by θ, with the objective of maximizing the cumulative reward throughout the episode:
where τ denotes the trajectory, s 0 ∼ ρ 0 (s 0 ), a t ∼ π θ (a t | s t ), and s t+1 ∼ P(s t+1 | s t , a t ).
Supervised Learning for Imitation
In the context of supervised imitation learning (Behavior Cloning), there is an expert policy π(s | a) for a given MDP M . Our purpose is to mimic this policy, i.e, learn its actions given states. To achieve this, we collect roll-outs from this expert policy to create a dataset D composed by tuples (s, a) of states and actions. We then parameterize a new policy to learn by minimizing the expectation of negative log-likelihood w.r.t expert policy data, as shown in Equation (2):
Meta-Learning
In the meta-learning formulation, there is a distribution over tasks p(T ), where each task T i ∼ p(T ) is defined by inputs s t , outputs a t , a loss function L i (s t , a t ) and an episode length H i . The metalearning model, namely meta-learner, with parameters θ, has the objective to minimize the expected loss of distribution p(T ) w.r.t θ:
The meta-learner is trained in a set of meta-training tasks T tr , solving the optimization problem from Equation (3). During test phase, a new set of meta-test tasks T val are sampled to evaluate generalization.
In the RL context, it is possible to formulate meta-learning in terms of Markov Decision Processes, which is closely related to the experiments of this work. Formally, we have a distribution over a set of MDPs M that we assume known. An agent then optimize a meta-policy π θ by interacting with a set of MDP environments (the tasks), expecting to perform well on average and thus generalize to unseen MDPs sampled from the same distribution M during testing phase. The objective is averaged across all training MDPs, which reflects the prior that we would like to distill into the agent [6] . It is also valid in the context of POMDPs.
Bottom-Up Meta-Policy Search
Bottom-Up Meta-Policy Search (BUMPS) is an algorithm that uses the knowledge of expert policies in single tasks to train a contextual meta-policy that generalizes for unseen tasks. The method is based on the idea of "Bottom-Up Learning" [28] , where learning happens firstly in implicit knowledge and then in explicit knowledge (i.e, through "extracting" implicit knowledge).
The idea of contextual meta-policy comes from the fact we express a policy as π θ (a t |s t , ω), i.e, we give the task context as input. The meta-training phase then explore the task structure to create a rich representation of shared features based on contextualization. Intuitively, we have the following problem: if we learn tasks whose geometric targets are a and c (such as a < c), then we implicitly knows that the representation of policy for target b (such that a < b < c) is something approximately "between" a and c. In this way, BUMPS exploits the geometrical representation of optimal solution manifolds in parameter space. This meta-policy is more robust as it learns MDPs with other contexts, better creating the geometric representation of contextualization.
During meta-training, instead of optimizing a meta-objective such as in MAML [8] , we use a first-order Behavior Cloning loss (Equation (2)) within respect to aggregated dataset of several tasks. In this way, we reduce the agent-environment interaction, thus improving sample efficiency. Additionally, we use gradients from supervised learning, which have lower variance and therefore are more stable than RL gradients [21] .
The generalization comes from the fact that such parameters can also solve unseen tasks due to proximity between optimal policies with near contexts. However, we can not guarantee that the best policy for a task will be in the right context, but we can sample some policies in the neighborhood and evaluate them accordingly to a performance metric, and then copying the best policy to a specific context. We call such approach as Policy Filtering. We present Bottom-Up Meta-Policy Search meta-training in Algorithm 1 and the Policy Filtering as meta-testing in Algorithm 2.
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{L test (θ)} Figure 1 illustrates how BUMPS works. Before detailing how experiments are conduct in each step of this algorithm, we will explain why BUMPS works.
Explaining BUMPS: Meta-Gradient through Contexts
BUMPS optimization has inspirations in Reptile algorithm [20] . The latter conducts few gradient steps towards one task and then compute a kind of "meta-gradient" from the parameters before and after such steps. In this way, it learns to use information of higher order derivatives. This process keeps happening across tasks, which leads to a final representation that is close (in Euclidean distance) to the optimal solution manifolds of training tasks.
In contrast, BUMPS trains by using all meta-training tasks roll-outs, using contextualization. This basically solves meta-training tasks using the meta-policy in each meta-training task context. Furthermore, we can assume that a geometric representation of contextualization closely relates to geometric representation of optimal manifolds. Thus, by optimizing meta-training tasks jointly we will also have good representations for meta-testing tasks that are close to them.
Nevertheless, the representation of meta-testing tasks will not necessarily converge to its optimal manifold, then requiring the Policy Filtering approach. Although we assume this close relationship between context and manifold geometry, there is no linearity in the latter. But we then can sample several contexts in the neighborhood and evaluate them to check if they are inside such optimal manifold. When we found the context that is closer to such manifold (i.e, better solves the task), we then apply the idea of meta-gradient from reptile, but instead using it from parameter sets before and after few training steps, we use between context representations. Figure 2 illustrates and explains BUMPS and a Reptile standard training in parameter set space.
Implementation
In this subsection, we describe our implementation in each step of the BUMPS algorithm. The code is publicly available for the sake of reproducibility. 1
Single-Task Expert Policies
As first part of the BUMPS algorithm, we need to obtain few single-task expert policies in order to collect roll-outs and conduct meta-training. The algorithm does not impose a specific procedure to this part, so it is possible to use demonstrations or train an expert agent via RL. In our case, since we use a simulated environment, we obtained these policies using RL via Proximal Policy Optimization (PPO) [27] .
Nevertheless, in some hard tasks, due to the MDP constraints (sparse or delayed reward, high dimensional action space), it is challenging and computationally costly to pure RL techniques obtain policies that achieve high performance. Therefore, in our experiments, we experimented a two-phase optimization procedure, where we first use imitation learning to mimic a initial motion and then optimizes via PPO towards the task.
Training Meta-Policy and Policy Filtering
During meta-policy training, we firstly collected a single trajectory from each expert policy, in order to show that BUMPS can learn efficiently with few demonstrations. We then added the contextual variable to each trajectory, as an additional input that represented the task.
The meta-policy parameterization (represented as a neural network), as well as the hyperparameters from optimization are chosen following the same ideas of a standard supervised learning setup. We present these details regarding our experiments in Appendix B. We also analyzed network depth and ensembles to improve final results.
During Policy Filtering, we solve a specific task T test by considering its context ω Ttest as central policy and also sampling other contextual policies from the neighborhood of such context. In our experiments, we also evaluate how the number of samples improves the final performance. Finally, In this representation, we consider five tasks a, b, c, d and e and optimal manifolds for a, b, d and e. The meta-policy trained by BUMPS and Reptile are parameterized, respectively, by θ * and φ * . θ init represents an initial parametrization of policies before training and the notation θ(ω task ) represents the parameterization θ in the context of a specific task. As we can observe, Reptile training will approximate the parameter set to optimal solution manifolds of meta-training tasks by minimizing the distance between them -represented by D(θ, W * T ). However, such parameters will not necessarily converge to these manifolds. On the other hand, BUMPS will conduct their parameters to different regions depending on the context. In the case of meta-training tasks, it will solve them (represented by blue dashed arrows). In the case of meta-testing tasks, however, it will lead to a variety of regions (red dashed arrows): in some cases inside optimal manifold (task d), in others only near. To address this problem, we can just sample some contexts and then perform such "meta-gradient" towards the context inside optimal manifold (as represented by red full arrow).
we evaluate all of them accordingly to the simple final target error as online metric, choosing as solution the policy which has the lowest value for it.
Results and Discussion
In this work, we address the problem of humanoid robot kick motion learning for experimentation. We describe the task in Appendix A. In order to evaluate the BUMPS algorithm in terms of efficiency to achieve passing-level control, we need to answer three questions:
• How BUMPS algorithm is compared with model-free RL to learn all tasks? And for adapting to new ones? -This question validates the initial idea of considering precise kick as a meta-learning problem; • How much meta-training is able to generalize to unseen tasks? -This question validates our assumptions and hypotheses described in Section 4; and • How much policy filtering improves meta-policy generalization? -This question validates the idea of contextual gradients and, jointly to second question, validates our explanation from Section 4.
To start answering the first question, we performed an RL training using PPO where, for each episode, we randomly sampled a task and then conduct the kick for this desired distance. The reward was the same as for the case of single task expert policy, considering the sampled distance. We also used the same hyperparameters except for the network architecture, where we used the same model for meta-policy with 11 hidden layers with 256 units each. We firstly imitated a 12m kick, to ensure fair initialization.
We ran six experiments with different seeds and presented the reward curve in Figure 3 . As we can observe, in the context of our experiments, the RL training performed poorly, being not able to improve reward, but actually being catastrophic. On the other side, as we will see later, BUMPS is able to learn all meta-testing tasks. In terms of second question, we can confront accuracy and mean error from single-task expert policies and meta-policy, using the evaluation scenario: one hundred repetitions of each kick policy. Table 1 shows such values. In this experiment, we evaluate the single-task expert policies in their respective meta-training tasks, while the meta-policy in all meta-testing tasks. For meta-policy, we considered two networks with similar number of parameters: one with 4 hidden layers of 256 neurons and the other with 11 hidden layers with 128 neurons. As observed, the meta-policies are able to not only learn a kick representation for all meta-tasks, but also maintain a reasonable mean error and accuracy that are comparable to single-task expert policies. In fact, approximately 90% of meta-policy kicks in both networks achieved more than 0.7 of accuracy (among them, approximately 90% has error less than one meter).
Therefore, our experiments shows that a properly network can generalize to unseen tasks in the context of BUMPS algorithm. Nevertheless, this is not enough to solve all meta-testing tasks -we can improve those values using Policy Filtering.
To answer the last question, we present the final results of the BUMPS algorithm, comparing with single-task expert policies. We present four models:
• Final results are presented in Table 2 . As we observe, there is a visible improvement from meta-policy, especially when considering ensemble and a high sample rate. In all models, BUMPS achieved mean error less than a half meter, which is better than initial performance for meta-training tasks. Finally, we present a video to illustrate final policies for few tasks in our repository. 3 
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we present a first version of BUMPS algorithm, which aims to reuse the knowledge from few single-task expert policies to learn a meta-policy for a distribution over such tasks and then improve sample complexity. Due to the lack of benchmark tasks with hard setup for meta-RL evaluation, we introduced the kick motion learning in RoboCup 3D Soccer simulation, showing that BUMPS is valuable to apply in the context of Robotics, by learning robust policies for a diversity of skills, from a variety of possible data sources. Specifically, we highlight some advantages of BUMPS:
• Simplicity -BUMPS relies on first-order derivatives to train a meta-policy in a standard way, by exploring the relationship between the geometric representation of task contextualization and optimal solution manifolds;
• Sample Efficiency -In contrast to other methods for meta-policy search where metatraining also performs RL, BUMPS only needs to interact with environment during RL training of single tasks expert policies and contexts' evaluation; and
• Model Agnostic -BUMPS is model agnostic, which means that it does not rely on a specific architecture to work. Nevertheless, this property can be exploited to improve generalization by exploiting task structure. We let as future work.
As continuation of this work, we plan to address three ideas:
• Benchmark Evaluation: We plan to evaluate BUMPS in other benchmark environments and tasks presented in the Literature, such as MuJoCo meta-RL tasks [8] , in order to compare with other methods for meta-policy search;
• Learning Task Embeddings: We plan to address the geometric constraint needed from the context variable to exploit optimal solution manifolds, by learning task embeddings, with a proper network or optimization procedure; and
• Bayesian Contextual Policies: We plan to modify the meta-policy to consider each contextual policy as a random variable where we sample actions during meta-testing in order to filter a final policy to that specific task.
Appendix A Task Description
We address the problem of humanoid robot kick motion learning to evaluate BUMPS algorithm, presented in Figure 4 . Specifically, our objective is to learn how to learn to kick: given a range of possible distances for a kick (as a distribution of tasks), we can sample a policy that precisely kick for each task.
Figure 4: Illustration of Kick task. We consider the environment and task a hard setup, because we lead with a high dimensional continuous domain with 22 DoF and the stochasticity from the simulator. Furthermore, the reward is very delayed, since the agent is required to perform all the motion and hit the ball before receiving the reward, and all actions during this moment do not influence the final reward.
We use RoboCup 3D Soccer Simulation environment, a stochastic simulation environment based on SimSpark, a generic physical multi-agent system simulator. SimSpark uses the Open Dynamics Engine (ODE) library for its realistic simulation of rigid body dynamics with collision detection and friction. For further details, we refer to [16] . In this environment, the agent is a simulated NAO robot.
In this task, the agent receives a counter variable that indicates the current time step and the target distance where the ball -initially placed 0.2 meter in front of the agent -should achieve after kick. The action space is a set of 22 joint desired positions.
The distribution over tasks (i.e, kick target distances) is defined uniformly in the interval between 7 and 18 meters. The meta-training tasks are spaced by half a meter (i.e, 7.0, 7.5, . . . , 17.5, 18.0) and the meta-testing tasks spaced by 0.1 meter (7.1, 7.2, 7.3, . . . , 17.9, 18.0). The final evaluation was done by considering the final target error.
Finally, the reward to train single-task expert policies is given by a scaled absolute distance between the current ball position and the target, at each time step.
For further details about the experiments, we refer to the available code. 4 
B.1 Single-Task Expert Policies
